Fall Release 2022

DIGGING DEEPER INTO DIRT
We’ve discussed the importance of soil in the vineyard in previous newsletters
but recent conversations with friends and customers prompted me to revisit
this messy, dirty topic (sorry). Everyone who fancies themselves a gardener
knows the feel of fresh, deep, loamy soil carrying the promise of superbly ripe
tomatoes and towering fields of the sweetest corn, and many therefore assume
rich soil is perfect for grapevines. Other wine drinkers I’ve encountered think
great wine can only be made from vines suffering the poorest dirt imaginable —
picturing a lonely, parched vine feebly producing two clusters of impossibly
small berries that must, just have to be, the greatest grapes ever harvested. The
truth is far more complicated, and sadly, not so romantic as either image.
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Digging Deeper [cont.]
There are multiple goals for a vineyard that produces fruit at the highest level and they all center
around sustainability, balance and low yields. Rich loamy soils promote copious green growth (canopy)
and resulting high yields, both of which are poor characteristics for superb wine grapes. Imagine there
being a set amount of flavor per acre of vineyard. That amount of flavor can be diluted in 5 tons of
grapes or concentrated into two tons of magical berries. At the other, suffering-vine end of the spectrum
we run into other issues: suffering vines inevitably die, and dead vines don’t produce grapes. Suffering
vines cannot ward off disease or survive long heat spikes or deep freezes. A healthy vine is critical to the
long term success and quality in a vineyard. In many ways a vine is like a Tour de France cyclist – they
have to be fit and lean. Too much winter partying means too much weight to carry up the mountain but
too little fat and over-training wears a rider to the nubbin and prevents peak performance.
The soils and climate of Cara Mia Vineyard are perfectly suited to growing healthy, low vigor vines
that produce fruit of the highest quality. Red Mountain soils are alkaline — high pH soils that generally

inhibit nutrient uptake which naturally regulates vine vigor. These are the gross attributes of the
Red Mountain AVA. The specifics of Cara Mia Vineyard are even more complex and beneficial. We
planted the vineyard in 2004, but to an engineer (me!) planting was nearly the end of the story, not
the beginning. In a vineyard, second chances come rarely and at great cost. Doing it right the first
time is critical to success. We started with the engineering necessity: data. We dug 31 soil pits over
the 10 acres and realized we struck gold. The full story is here: http://cadencewinery.com/wp-content/
uploads/2013/10/2006-Fall-Newsletter-Intro-to-Cara-Mia-Vineyard.pdf, and the short of it is that we discovered
six distinct soil types, matched grape to soil, introduced new clonal material from France and created
one of the most diverse vineyards in Washington.
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The View from the Vineyard
When is a hot year not a hot year? Answer: 2022
In a decade of weather extremes, 2022 takes first place as a year of two completely opposite seasons.
Beginning cold and wet, Red Mountain received more rainfall by May than in total for most years, and
temperatures were similarly chilly, on track with 1993 and 2011 as the coldest start on record. Budbreak
and flowering were three weeks behind normal, but July
turned around with a vengeance. July and August set
records (eclipsing 2021) for days over 100 degrees. But,
unlike 2008, which also featured a late start, ripening has
not caught up because of the heat, rather it continues a
slower progression, and as of September 25th we’ve picked
only Merlot — second to 2011 as the latest ever start to
harvest. The upshot is despite picking at historic low sugar
levels, we are seeing excellent flavor development.
This could be an exciting vintage!

Tech Brief: Below the Surface
I provided a look at a few of the soil characteristics at Cara Mia Vineyard in the lead article. Our dirt is
so much fun a deeper look is warranted! These three images illustrate the incredible dirt diversity at
Cara Mia. Our geologist theorizes the cobblestones were laid down in Ellensburg flood events separate
from the great Missoula floods, while the clay was deposited by the Missoula floods and the layer cake
effect of the third photo is also a result of the Missoula events. The bottom line is that diversity of soil
affects the mineral and nutrient uptake in the vine, its water requirements, and ultimately the flavors
imparted to the resulting wine. More diverse soils yield a greater palette of flavors!

Vintage 2019 Tasting Notes
Introducing a guest author for these tasting notes — Gaye!
She always writes parallel notes to mine as we taste through new releases, but I have
never included her notes in the newsletter. Given the strength of her palate I know her
notes will give you additional perspective on the young wine and probably be more
compelling than mine anyway!

2019 Tapteil Vineyard, Red Mountain
50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 28% Cabernet Franc, 22% Merlot
Gaye: Rich, deep nose, hints of good herb. Savory herb also on palate. Dried

Tapteil Vineyard
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cherry, plum, blackberry. Tapteil dust on finish. Mineral. Hints of blood/
iron. Lingers and also has lift. Minerals & dust captured in the finish.
Ben: Beautiful, broad aromas of red and blue fruit plus the signature dusty/
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mineral Tapteil nose. The energy and lift of the vintage is apparent on
the palate with a perfect blend of tannins and refreshing acidity driving
dried cherry and blackberry fruit. The long finish hints at the graceful
evolution this wine will see in the bottle. A superb vintage for Tapteil and
a wonderful way to complete the arc from 1998 to present.

2019 Camerata, Red Mountain
58% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Cabernet Franc, 17% Merlot
Gaye: Blackberry/blueberry. Darker spices – hint of cinnamon/nutmeg
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Camerata

in the spicing. Rich with depth. Seamless on the palate. Some lift on the
finish. Red mountain mineral on the nose. Cara Mia aromatics. Fine, long
tannins. Wood perfectly integrated.
Ben: Dark cherry pie and dusty minerals spring forth in the expressive
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nose. A real drive to the palate most apparent by the way the intensity just
keeps increasing through the long, deep finish. The flavors and structure
are seamlessly balanced and complimentary, with waves of fruit followed
by gorgeous tannins.

2019 Bel Canto, Red Mountain
83% Cabernet Franc, 17% Merlot
Gaye: Violet and lavender on the nose. Elegant, velvet glove on iron hand,
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Bel Canto

base note minerality. Seamless. Tannins are there but don’t even notice.
Classic BC.
Ben: Minerality, plums and blueberries. Strikingly seamless already at
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this young age and like Camerata just builds effortlessly from the deep
berry front to glorious tannins that linger on a long finish. Power and
complexity, grace and balance, an epic vintage for Bel Canto.

Recent Press
We are still aglow over Jeb Dunnuck’s spectacular review last year for 2018 Bel Canto (97 pts) and his
eye-popping review for 2018 Camerata (98 pts)! Dunnuck’s 2019 notes are outstanding and recognize an
intention to make wine enjoyed over decades:
Bel Canto (96): “It’s just a stunning Cabernet Franc from Washington State that offers incredible
pleasure today given its balance and texture yet will evolve for 20+ years.”
Camerata (94+): “It’s ruby/plum-hued and almost opaque, with a great bouquet of spiced currants,
black cherries, lead pencil, sandalwood, and dried herbs. Beautiful on the palate as well, it’s medium to
fullbodied, has a supple, elegant mouthfeel, the elegant, seamless style of the vintage, and a great finish.
It already offers pleasure, yet I see no reason it won’t evolve for 20+ years.”
Tapteil (93+): “It’s tight, medium-bodied, and focused on the palate, with ripe tannins, and it’s going to
benefit from bottle age. Give bottles 2-4 years and enjoy over the following 15+ as well.”

Our Last Tapteil!
We mark the end of an era with this, our 22nd and final release of
the 2019 Tapteil Vineyard blend. We have so many stories and fond
memories of Larry and Jane Pearson, Larry’s parents in our early
years at the vineyard, and the amazing site that is Tapteil Vineyard.
One hot summer day I was up at Tapteil trying to track Larry down
and spied him a few rows from the house, on the tractor and looking
pretty beat. Suddenly the door flies open and Larry’s mother Patricia
rushes out yelling “yoohoo, Larry, I have your vitamin R” while
holding something aloft. Perplexed, I watched her wind
through the rows until she reached him with the object.
I meandered over too, now that Larry had shut down the
tractor. Turns out vitamin R is Rainier beer and Patricia
thought Larry deserved a well-earned hydration break!
On a serious note, Larry was instrumental in helping us
obtain the water rights for Cara Mia Vineyard in the fall
of 2003, and setting us up to plant the vineyard in Spring
2004. We owe Larry a debt of gratitude for all the help
over the years, the incredible fruit, and especially for
taking a flier by selling grapes to a young Boeing engineer
who wanted to do Bordeaux blends from Red Mountain.

Upcoming Events

Thank you, Larry, It’s been an amazing ride. 2019 brings
the curtain down on this great partnership, but as with so
many great performances, there may yet be an encore…

Fall Release Open House, Saturday, October 22nd
Cadence Winery, 1pm to 5pm

Portland Cheese & Meat Festival, November 12th
Leftbank Annex, Portland

Holiday Open House, Saturday, December 10th
Cadence Winery, 1pm to 5pm

Tasting, Saturday, December 17th
Wine Alley, Renton

9320 15th Avenue So., Unit CF, Seattle, Washington 98108 www.cadencewinery.com

Visit us at www.cadencewinery.com for other events and details

SAVE THE DATE! OUR FALL RELEASE OPEN HOUSE IS OCTOBER 22, 2022!

Sign up for the Cadence Wine Club!
Our wine club members will receive two allocations per year: one in the spring to coincide
with our Coda release in late April/early May, and one in the fall to coincide with the release of
our vineyard and reserve
wines in late October/
early November. Before
each shipment, we will
[myoo-zet] noun
send you an email to noa. a small bag used to pass meals to racing cyclists,
tify you that a shipment
b. a 17th/18th-century French dance, like a gavotte,
is being prepared and
c. a kind of small bagpipe played with bellows,
what the shipment date
d. a box of Cadence wine to nourish your soul and
will be. You will have approximately a week to
delivered right to your door.
review the shipment, add
bottles to the Allocation
if you wish, make sure that all the billing and shipping information is correct and activate the
shipment. If you are a premium club member (Full Musette) you may also substitute bottles at
this time. A fan of Bel Canto? No problem, all 12 of the bottles in your musette box can be Bel
Canto. Basic club members (Mini Musette) may not make substitutions.
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Sign up for the wine club any time throughout the year. Once you activate your shipment, we will
charge your credit card and send your musette box off to you on the shipment date via FedEx
ground. If you would rather pick up your wine at our Spring or Fall open house, we’d love to have
you join us at the release party! Just change your shipping option to “Winery Pick-up at Open
House” before you activate your shipment. Details are at: www.cadencewinery.com.

